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ABSTRACT
Optical motion capture systems have become a widely used tech-
nology in various fields, such as augmented reality, robotics, movie
production, etc. Such systems use a large number of cameras to
triangulate the position of optical markers. The marker positions
are estimated with high accuracy. However, especially when track-
ing articulated bodies, a fraction of the markers in each timestep is
missing from the reconstruction.
In this paper, we propose to use a neural network approach to
learn how human motion is temporally and spatially correlated,
and reconstruct missing markers positions through this model.
We experiment with two different models, one LSTM-based and
one time-window-based. Both methods produce state-of-the-art
results, while working online, as opposed to most of the alternative
methods, which require the complete sequence to be known. The
implementation is publicly available at https://github.com/Svito-
zar/NN-for-Missing-Marker-Reconstruction.
CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies → Machine learning; Motion
processing; Neural networks; Motion capture;
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1 INTRODUCTION
Often a digital representation of human motion is needed. This
representation is useful in a wide range of scenarios: mapping an
actor performance to a virtual avatar (in movie productions or in
the game industry); predicting or classifying a motion (in robotics)
; trying clothes in a digital mirror; etc.
A common way to obtain this digital representation is marker-
based optical motion capture (mocap) systems. Such systems use
a large number of cameras to triangulate the position of optical
markers.These are then used to reconstruct themotion of the objects
to which the markers are attached.
All motion capture systems suffer to a higher or lower degree
from missing marker detections, due to occlusion problems (less
than two cameras see the marker) or marker detection failures.
In this paper, we propose a method for reconstruction of missing
markers to create a more complete pose estimate (see Figure 1). The
method exploits knowledge about spatial and temporal correlation
in human motion, learned from data examples to remove position
noise and fill in missing parts of the pose estimate (Section 3).
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Figure 1: Illustration of our method for missing marker re-
construction. Due to errors in the capturing process, some
markers are not captured. The proposed method exploits
spatial and temporal correlations to reconstruct the pose of
the missing markers.
A number of methods have been proposed within the Graphics
community to address the problem of missing marker reconstruc-
tion. The traditional approach [3, 15] is interpolation within the
current sequence. Wang et al proposed a method which exploits
motion examples to learn typical correlations [21]. The novelty of
our method with respect to theirs is that while they learn linear
dependencies, we employ a Neural Network (NN) methodology
which enables modeling of more complicated spatial and temporal
correlations in sequences of a human pose.
In Section 6 we demonstrate the effectiveness of our network,
showing that our method outperforms the state of the art in missing
marker reconstruction in various conditions.
Finally, we discuss our results in Section 7.
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2 RELATEDWORK
The task of modeling human motion from mocap data has been
studied quite extensively in the past. We here give a short review
of the works most related to ours.
2.1 Missing Marker Reconstruction
It is possible to do 3D pose estimation even with affordable sensors
such as Kinect. However, all motion capture systems suffer to some
degree from missing data. This has created a need for methods for
missing marker reconstruction.
The missing marker problem has been traditionally formulated
as a matrix completion task. Peng et al. [15] solve it by non-negative
matrix factorization, using the hierarchy of the body to break the
motion into blocks. Wang et al. [21] follow the idea of decomposing
themotion and do dictionary learning for each body part. They train
their system separately for each type of motion. Burke and Lasenby
[3] apply PCA first and do Kalman smoothing afterward, in the
lower dimensional space. Gloersen and Federolf [7] used weighted
PCA to reconstruct markers. Taylor et al. [18] applied Condition
Restricted Boltzmann Machine based on the binary variables. Both
Taylor [18] and Gloersen[7] were limited to cyclic motions, such
as walking and running. All those methods are based on linear
algebra. They make strong assumptions about the data: each marker
is often assumed to be present at least at one time-step in the
sequence. Moreover, due to the linear models, they often struggle
to reconstruct irregular and complex motion.
The limitations discussed above motivate the neural network ap-
proach to the missing marker problem. Mall et al. [14] successfully
applied deep neural network based on the bidirectional LSTM to
denoise human motion and recover missing markers. Our approach
is similar to theirs, but we are using a simpler network, which re-
quires less data and computational resources. We also experiment
with two different ways to handle the sequential character of the
problem, while they just choose one approach.
2.2 Denoising
Another related task which can be tackled with our networks is
removing additive noise from the marker data. Recently Holden
[10] used a similar approach to this problem. He employed a neural
network that took noisy markers as an input and returned clean
body position as an output. The main difference is that our network
is also capable of reconstructingmissing values and takes sequential
information into account.
2.3 Prediction
A highly related problem is to predict human motion some time
into the future.
State-of-the-art methods try to ensure continuity either by using
Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) [6, 12] or by feeding many time-
frames at the same time [4]. While our focus is not on prediction,
our networks architectures are inspired by those methods.
Since our application is not a prediction, our architecture is
slightly different.
Another related paper is the work of Bütepage et al. [4], who use
a sliding window and a Fully Connected Neural Network (FCNN) to
do motion prediction and classification. Again, since our problem is
different, we modify their network, using a much shorter window
length, fewer layers, and no bottleneck.
3 METHOD OVERVIEW
In the following section, we give a mathematical problem formula-
tion and an overview of the proposed approach.
3.1 Missing Markers
Missing markers in real life correspond to the failure of a sensor in
the motion capture system.
In our experiments, we use mocap data without missing markers.
Missing markers are emulated by nullifying some marker positions
in each frame. This process can be mathematically formulated as a
multiplication of the mocap frame xt by a binary matrixMt :
xˆt = C(xt ) = Mtxt , (1)
where Mt ∈ [0, 1]3nx3n , such that that all 3 coordinates of any
marker are either missing or present at the same time.
Every marker is missing over a few time-frames. The percentage
of missing values is usually referred to as the missing rate.
3.2 Missing Marker Reconstruction as
Function Approximation
Missing marker reconstruction is defined in the following way:
Given a human motion sequence xˆ corrupted by missing markers,
the goal is to reconstruct the true pose xt for every frame t .
We approach missing markers reconstruction as a function ap-
proximation problem: The goal is to learn a reconstruction function
R that approximates the inverse of the corruption function C in
Eq. (3). This function would map the sequence of corrupted poses
to an approximation of the true poses:
x = R(xˆ) ≈ C−1(xˆ) (2)
The mappingC is under-determined, so it is not invertible. However,
it can be approximated by learning spatial and temporal correlations
in human motion in general, from a set of other pose sequences.
We propose to use a Neural Network (NN) approach to learn R,
well known for being a powerful tool for function approximation
[11]. We employ two different types of neural network models,
which are described in the following sections. Both of them are
using a principle of DenoisingAutoencoder [19]: during the training
Gaussian additive noise was injected into the input:
xˆt = Cˆ(xt ) = Mt (xt +N(0,σ (X ) ∗ α)), (3)
where σ (X ) is a standard deviation in the training dataset and α is
a coefficient of proportionality, which we call the noise parameter.
It was experimentally set to the value of 0.3.
Denoising is commonly used to regularize encoder-decoder NN.
Experiments proved it to be beneficial in our application as well.
The network was learning to remove noise, at the same time as
reconstructing missing values. During the testing, no noise was
injected. Our two methods are compared to each other and to the
state of the art in missing marker reconstruction in Section 6.
4 NEURAL NETWORK ARCHITECTURES
In this section, the two versions of the method are explained.
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Figure 2: Illustration of the two architecture types. (a) LSTM-
based architecture (Section 4.1). (b) Window-based architec-
ture (Section 4.2).
4.1 LSTM-Based Neural Network Architecture
Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) [9] is a special type of Recurrent
Neural Network (RNN). It was designed as a solution to the vanish-
ing gradient problem [8] and has become a default choice for many
problems that involve sequence-to-sequence mapping [5, 16, 17].
Our network is based on LSTM and illustrated in Figure 2a. The
input layer is a corrupted pose xˆt , and the output LSTM layer is
the corresponding true pose xt .
4.2 Window-based Neural Network
architecture
An alternative approach is to use a range of previous time-steps
explicitly, and to train a regular Fully Connected Neural Network
(FCNN) with the current pose along with a short history, i.e., a
window of poses over time (t − ∆t) : t .
This network is illustrated in Figure 2b. The input layer is a win-
dow of concatenated corrupted poses [xˆTt−∆t , ..., xˆTt ]T . The output
layer is the corresponding window of true poses [xTt−∆t , ..., xTt ]T .
In between, there are a few hidden fully connected layers.
This structure is inspired by the sliding time window-based
method of Bütepage et al. [4], but is adapted to pose reconstruction.
For example, there is no bottleneck middle layer and fewer layers
in general, to create a tighter coupling between the corrupted and
real pose, rather than learning a high-level and holistic mapping of
a pose. We also use window length T=10, instead of 100, based on
the performance on the validation dataset.
5 DATASET
We evaluate our method on the popular benchmark CMU Mocap
dataset [1]. This database contains 2235 mocap sequences of 144
different subjects. We use the recordings of 25 subjects, sampled
at the rate of 120 Hz, covering a wide range of activities, such as
boxing, dancing, acrobatics and running.
Figure 3: Marker placement in the CMUMocap dataset (mo-
cap.cs.cmu.edu).
5.1 Preprocessing
We start preprocessing by transforming every mocap sequence into
the hips-center coordinate system. First joint angles from the BVH
file are transformed into the 3D coordinates of the joints. The 3D
coordinates are translated to the center of the hips by subtracting
hip coordinates from each marker. We then normalize the data
into the range [-1,1] by subtracting the mean pose over the whole
dataset and then dividing all values by the absolute maximal value
in the dataset.
5.2 Data Explanation
The CMU dataset contains 3D positions of a set of markers, which
were recorded by the mocap system at CMU. Example of a marker
placement during the capture can be seen in Figure 3. All details
can be found in the dataset description [1].
The human pose at each time-frame t is represented as a vector
of the marker 3D coordinates: xt = [xi,t ,yi,t , zi,t ]i=1:n , where n
denotes the number of markers used during the mocap collection. In
the CMU data, n = 41, and the dimensionality of a pose is 3n = 123.
A sequence of poses is denoted x = [xt ]t=1:T .
5.3 Training, Validation, and Test Data
Configurations
The validation dataset contains 2 sequences from each of the fol-
lowing motions: pantomime, sports, jumping, and general motions
1. The test dataset contains basketball, boxing and jump turn2 se-
quences. The training dataset contains all the sequences not used
for validation or testing, from 25 different folders in the CMU Mo-
cap Dataset, such as 6, 14, 32, 40, 141, 143, which include testing
types as well.
1pantomime (subjects 32 and 54), sports (subject 86 and 127), jumping (subject 118),
and general motions (subject 143)
2102_03 (basketball), 14_01 (boxing), and 85_02 (jump-turn).
3
Table 1: Hyperparameters for our NNs.
α is initial learning rate, ∆t is sequence length.
NN-type Width Depth Dropout α ∆t
LSTM 1024 2 0.9 0.0002 64
Window 512 2 0.9 0.0001 20
Subjects from the training dataset were also present in the test
and validation datasets. Generalization to the novel subjects and
motion types was tested experimentally.
6 EXPERIMENTS
We use the commonly used [3, 15, 21] Root Mean Squared Error
(RMSE) over the missing markers to measure reconstruction error.
Implementation Details: All methods were implemented us-
ing Tensorflow[2]. The code is publicly available3.
For training purposes, we extract short sequences from the
dataset by sliding window, then shuffle them and feed to the net-
work. The training was done using the Adam optimizer [13] with a
batch size of 32.
The hyperparameters for both architectures were optimized
w.r.t. the validation dataset (Section 5.3) using grid search. Table 1
contains the main hyper-parameters.
6.1 Comparison to the State of the Art
First of all, the models presented above are evaluated in the same
setting as most of the other random missing marker reconstruction
methods. A specific amount of random markers (10%, 20%, or 30%)
are removed over a few time-frames and each method is applied to
recover them. The length of the gap was sampled from the Gaussian
distribution with mean 10 and standard deviation 5, following the
state-of-the-art settings [21]. The reconstruction error is measured.
There is randomness in the system; in the initialization of the
network weights and choosing missing markers. Therefore, ev-
ery experiment is repeated 3 times and error mean and standard
deviation are measured.
Tables 2 provide the comparison of the performance of our sys-
tem with 3 state-of-the-art papers and with the simplest solution
(linear interpolation) as a baseline, on 3 action classes from the
CMU Mocap dataset. The experiments from [3] were repeated by
us while using the same hyperparameters as in their original paper.
The results of the Wang method [20] were taken from the diagram
in their paper. Last, the error measures of the Peng method [15]
were rescaled, since in their original paper they measure it with
averaging the error over all the markers, but we average only over
the missing markers.
Table 2 shows that standard interpolation outperforms all the
state-of-the-art method, including ours. A probable reason for that
is that the duration of the gap is short (less than 0.1 s), so it is
easy to interpolate between existing frames. We will, therefore,
study a more challenging scenario, when markers are missing over
longer periods and when more markers are missing. We can com-
pare with the Burke method only because only they provide the
implementation.
3https://github.com/Svito-zar/NN-for-Missing-Marker-Reconstruction
Table 2: Comparison to the state of the art inmissingmarker
reconstruction. RMSE in marker position is in cm. A train-
ing set comprises all activities. ∗Thenumbers from [20]were
extracted from a diagram.
(a) 10% of the markers in each indata frame are missing.
Method Basketball Boxing Jump turn
Interpolation 0.64±0.03 1.06±0.12 1.74±0.3
Wang [20] 0.4∗ 0.5∗ n.a.
Peng [15] n.a. n.a. n.a.
Burke [3] 4.56 ±0.17 3.47±0.19 15.97±1.34
Window (ours) 2.34 ±0.27 2.61 ±0.21 4.4 ±0.5
LSTM (ours) 1.21±0.02 1.44±0.02 2.52±0.3
(b) 20% of the markers in each indata frame are missing.
Method Basketball Boxing Jump turn
Interpolation 0.67±0.04 1.09±0.07 1.91±0.31
Wang [20] 1.6∗ 1.5∗ n.a.
Peng [15] n.a. 4.94 5.12
Burke [3] 4.18 ±0.48 3.98±0.07 27.1±1.21
Window (ours) 2.42 ±0.32 2.77 ±0.13 4.3 ±0.75
LSTM (ours) 1.34±0.01 1.58±0.04 2.67±0.2
(c) 30% of the markers in each indata frame are missing.
Method Basketball Boxing Jump turn
Interpolation 0.7±0.1 1.21±0.14 2.29±0.3
Wang [20] 0.9∗ 0.9∗ n.a.
Peng [15] n.a. 4.36 4.9
Burke [3] 4.23 ±0.57 4.01±0.26 34.9 ±2.55
Window (ours) 2.33 ±0.13 2.63 ±0.08 4.53 ±0.48
LSTM (ours) 1.48±0.03 1.75±0.07 3.1±0.25
Figure 4: Dependency on the duration of the gap. Basketball
motion. 5 missing markers.
6.2 Gap duration analysis
In the next experiments, we varied the length of the gap and kept
the number of missing markers fixed to 5. As before we averaged
the performance over 3 experiments.
4
Table 3: Generalization test for the LSTM network. 20% of
markers missing. Complete dataset contains motions from
all the subjects and from all types. Then all motion with
the same subject as in testing were removed. Finally all the
recordings with the same type of motion very removed. Re-
construction error in cm is measured.
Motion / dataset Basketball Boxing
Complete 7.9 ±0.14 2.08 ±0.5
w/o the subject 9.93 ±0.96 2.13 ±0.42
w/o the motion 8.54 ±1.04 2.57 ±1.18
Table 4: Generalization test for the Window-based network.
20% of markers missing. The same setup as in Table 3.
Motion / dataset Basketball Boxing
Complete 5.59 ±0.29 3.54 ±0.15
w/o the subject 5.68 ±0.48 4.37 ±1.13
w/o the motion 6.52 ±0.54 4.58 ±1.51
Figure 4 shows that our methods can be applied for any length
of gaps, while the performance of other methods degrades steadily
with the increase of the length of the gap. Interpolation-based
methods struggle to reconstruct markers when gaps become longer.
Our method, in contrast, can propagate the information about the
marker position using the hidden state, hence being robust to the
long gaps.
6.3 Very long gaps
In the following experiment, the same markers were missing over a
long period of time. The measurement period started at 1.5 seconds
into the clip to avoid artifacts. Then for 1 second, all markers were
present, followed by a 5 second window where certain markers
were missing for the entire time. Afterwards, all the markers were
present again. Each experiment was repeated 5 times and the mean
result was registered.
We can clearly see in Figure 5 that while interpolation and
Burke[3] are quickly losing track of the markers, our methods stay
stable and accurate. This hold for all the scenarios. Figure 5(b,d)
illustrates that all methods except interpolation are degrading sig-
nificantly when most of the markers are missing. That indicates
that those methods are using information about the other markers,
not only about the past or the future of a particular marker.
6.4 Visualization of the Results
Figure 6 illustrates the reconstruction results for one of the test
sequences, boxing. The subject is boxing with their right arm. The
observed marker cloud (Figure ??b) misses 15 markers. Our recon-
struction result (Figure ??d) is visually close to the ground truth
(Figure ??a), which is also supported by the numerical errors.
6.5 Generalization
Up to now, our models, as well as the baselines, have been trained
with all motions and all individuals.
In the final experiments, we evaluated the generalization capa-
bility with respect to motion type and individual. To this end, we
removed all the recordings of the test subject from the training
(a) Basketball: 3 markers missing
(b) Basketball: 30 markers missing
(c) Boxing: 3 markers missing
(d) Boxing: 30 markers missing
Figure 5: A fewmarkers weremissing over 5 seconds. All the
markers were present for 1s before and after the gap.5
data.Furthermore, for each test motion, we created a training set
where this motion was removed. We then evaluated our networks
while having 20% of the markers missing for gaps of 100 frames
(almost 1 second).
Table 3 illustrates the results for the LSTM-based network and
Table 4 for the Window-based method. We can observe that the
performance drop is not dramatic: it is less than 25% and depends
on the motion type and the network architecture. It is important to
note that the variance is significantly higher for the "generalization"
scenarios, meaning that the system is less stable.
This experiment indicates that our systems can recover unseen
motions, performed by unseen individuals, albeit with slightly
worse performance.
7 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The experiments presented above show that the proposed methods
can compensate for missing markers better than the state of the
art, when the gap is long, especially when the motion is complex.
Our method is not relying on future frames, unlike most of the
alternatives. That property makes it suitable for on-line usages
when the markers are being reconstructed as they are collected.
Another notable property of the proposed method is that it can
recover markers which are missing over a long period of time.
LSTM-based architecture is modeling the correlation is the hu-
man body to recover missing markers better than a window-based
architecture, accordingly to our experiments.
In summary, the proposed methods can be used to recover mark-
ers over many frames in an accurate and stable way.
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